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Abstract 
The paper explores methodological conditions for the recasting of exhibitions as objects of knowledge. Martin Kemp’s 
curatorial projects and exhibitions are examined in this light and in the context of Ken Arnold’s formulation of ‘ideas-laid 
curating’. Arnold’s notion sets a number of parameters, which are explored in this paper in the example of Martin Kemp’s 
curatorial projects. Curatorial practices are not contingent almost exclusively on questions of display, or museological theory, 
but as the paper shows on considerations of ‘art historical style’. In the example of Martin Kemp’s curatorial projects, ‘ideas-
laid’ curating, and indeed theorizations about curatorial style, emerge as questions contingent on art historical style. The 
centrality of historical thinking, as a consistent theme underlying the narratives which Kemp’s exhibition projects but also art 
historical writing undertake, is evidence to the above. While Arnold describes Kemp’s curatorial style as interdisciplinary, 
interdisciplinarity and Kemp’s ‘ideas-laid’ curating describes an object, rather than simply a form of practice and museological 
practice, of art history; given Kemp’s strong reliance on art historical tropes of thinking characteristic of his own methodology 
applied in his writing and teaching. The paper explores connections between art historical styles of thinking and curatorial style 
proposing that in order to reconsider exhibitions as objects of knowledge we have to take into consideration in attempts to 
theorize about them ‘local’ aspects of knowledge; here the perspectives in the writing of art history which have influenced 
Kemp’s curatorial work.   
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1. Writing temporary display into art history: Ken Arnold’s notion of ‘ideas-laid’ curating 
In his contribution to Martin Kemp’s Festschrift edited by Assimina Kaniari and Marina Wallace under the 
title, Acts of Seeing, Artists, Scientists and the History of the Visual, Ken Arnold, Head of Exhibitions at the 
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Wellcome Collection of the Wellcome Trust in London, writing in 2009, argued that, “it is surprising how little 
serious attention has been paid to the cultural significance of temporary exhibitions and events”, if one considers 
“how much recent analysis there has been of museums, galleries and their histories” (Arnold, 2009: 19). 
Examining a number of examples, which included exhibitions curated by Martin Kemp, Arnold made a series of 
thoughtful remarks on the topic of exhibitions, when the latter are conceived as temporary events, and on the 
nature of knowledge to which such events gave rise to. Exhibitions carry methodological implications, he 
underlined, and their nature as epistemological objects may be seen as being contingent on principles and methods 
drawn from art history and museology.  
Given that exhibitions comprise efforts to construct order out of an incongruous sum of material things they 
describe acts that give rise to the production of new objects of knowledge, art historical and museological. In 
Arnold’s understanding, exhibitions are primarily acts of classification. Their principles, often, but not always, 
coincide with the criteria of taxonomy that permanent museum collections display. Yet, despite the fact that 
exhibitions impose order in ways that have been cast in museological and art historical theory as abiding to the 
principles of rationality, historicity, or objectivity, and to scientifically or empirically falsifiable ways of presenting 
things, paradoxically the exhibition act resembles, according to Arnold, a “magician’s” act, that is the act of 
pulling out one’s hat “strange goods” (Arnold, 2009). Thus temporary display, and the criteria of classification that 
it embodies, may be described, to a great extent, as subjective, rather than objective, while the curator’s role and 
identity resembles that of a magician’s.  
Such a comparison between roles that Arnold makes affects as much the theorizing of the exhibition act, as 
regards the nature of its result, the nature of knowledge embodied in the exhibition itself, as well as the nature of 
processes that it involves. Hence the uses of comparisons and contrasts, as techniques, which the act of pulling 
together an exhibition routinely employs, may be cast anew as tricks, aiming at, very much in the same way with a 
magician’s act, to the production of uncanny juxtapositions, which while doubtful as to their logical conclusions 
may be witnessed empirically and hence be perceived, at a communicably consensual manner, as facts. Such 
irrational facts draw their validity as objects of knowledge from their associations with art history and from the 
authority and mechanisms of the museum context and its administration itself, of which the curatorial act is clearly 
seen as an intrinsic element. At the same time, while irrational, their existence or validity may not be doubted due 
to their public nature: they comprise objects witnessed directly and via one’s own eyes and not objects resulting 
from descriptions being recounted. The curatorial act, in this light, like a magician’s act, comprises an act of 
‘conjuring’, both literally and metaphorically, as it ascribes not only visibility, but also new meanings to material 
‘goods’, that is artifacts which were previously inaccessible and invisible to the public; in the context of the 
exhibition such objects are drawn from storerooms and private collections to form the basis of a unique, if only 
temporary, visual experience, according to Arnold.   
Yet, at a cognitive level, or at the level of reception, exhibitions form events, processes or express facts, which 
are clearly understood as distinct, in nature, from magic tricks. By contrast to one’s response to a magic trick as 
being amazed at, for example, exhibitions, in Arnold’s view, give rise to objects of knowledge that may seem to 
fall under or subvert boundaries perceived according to specific disciplinary domains. “Show business”, the 
business of making exhibitions as temporary events, is a phenomenon and a process fundamentally contingent on 
the kind of the curatorial philosophy mobilized, he underlines, further connecting such a phenomenon to ways of 
thinking peculiar to specific disciplines. Thus, even though exhibition acts resemble a magician’s act, it is the 
“intellectual temper of the curator” responsible for the type of knowledge, or connections to knowledge systems 
and objects, produced in the context of a temporary exhibition responsible for their main difference; while Arnold 
also acknowledges other factors such as “the characteristics of the spaces in which exhibitions happen” and the 
role of visitors who “stroll through them”, as mediating between the presence of the objects and the production of 
meaning during the event of the exhibition (Arnold, 2009: 19).  
2. Martin Kemp’s curatorial projects as expressions of art historical styles of thinking 
The example, which he uses to elaborate on this distinction is the exhibition Spectacular Bodies, a highly 
successful exhibition which Martin Kemp curated at the Hayward Gallery in London concerned with the art history 
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and material culture of medicine, at one and the same time. Spectacular Bodies involved exhibits and narratives 
derived from diverse disciplines such as the history of medicine and the history of art and objects ranging from 
medical specimens to Marc Quinn’s frozen plant flesh sculpture. For Arnold, this exhibition comprises an example 
of “ideas-led curating”, at its best (Arnold, 2009), an assertion which he defends via an argument about the show’s 
interdisciplinarity, the latter being reflected in its curatorial logic.  
Spectacular Bodies is, he asserts, “a show overseen by a curatorial team prepared to ‘think aloud,’ to break 
disciplinary rules for good historical and aesthetic reasons: an exercise in visual investigation that unambiguously 
added to what we know about the world” (Arnold, 2009: 19). If evidence of interdisciplinarity form testimony for 
an ideas-led style of curating at its best, in the particular show, interdisciplinarity, as an element in the curatorial 
logic followed, takes the form of a visual investigation of examples-exhibits that come from a range of domains 
and disciplines, rather than being restricted to one only. Temporary exhibitions in this light have the ability to 
transcend disciplinary boundaries imposed as fixed taxonomic categories via systems of classification, which are 
active and present in temporary museums display. Such an act of subversion, at a museological level however, 
cannot be credited to the act of curating singularly, but it is very linked to a particular style of art historical 
thinking and therefore art historical scholarship and its particular methods.  
Thus, temporary display, by way of contrast to permanent exhibitions, has the ability to apply up to date and 
recent scholarship derived from current scientific research in the presentation of artifacts (while permanent display 
often fails to catch up with current research, a task which is often allocated to temporary display); provided 
however it is the product of what Arnold describes as ‘ideas-laid’ curating and not simply any temporary form of 
display with arbitrary criteria. In the latter case, one may argue, as Haskell has noted, that the final result hardly 
leads to what may be taken to be an object, as temporary exhibitions do not unconditionally lead to the production 
of knowledge (Haskell, 2000). Interdisciplinarity and ideas laid curating in this light express as much the impact of 
art historical scholarship on exhibitions and the curatorial act, as much as they are contingent on museum’s own 
initiatives to support particular art historical approaches among others – even as temporary events. The ability of 
exhibitions as temporary events to express knowledge, by way of conclusion, does not express a phenomenon 
fixed or contingent on the curatorial act singularly (nor on a metaphysics, such as a magician’s act) but on its ties, 
on the contrary, to current research, disciplinary and cross disciplinary thinking, a point which Haskell has also 
made (Haskell, 2000).  
The attention to historical context and visual content, both in the design and narrative of the exhibition, and as 
regards examples from art and non-art, comprise evidence of such ties in the case of Spectacular bodies. In the 
given example, the evidence for the curatorial style which Arnold describes as ‘ideas-led’ overlap with evidence of 
a ‘local’ type of knowledge; the latter while concerns the particular exhibition it is tied and expresses, I argue, a 
particular style of research and thinking in art history, which indeed overlaps with Martin Kemp’s style of art 
historical analysis and thinking. The presence of hard facts, derived from scholarly and up to date historical 
research, and their synthesis and interpretation via a thematic approach, that is not biographical or linear, not set in 
strict chronology as the only criterion of presentation, express those evidence in Martin’s Kemp’s curatorial style 
which are indebted to his art historical style of thinking and methodological approach to art historical evidence in 
his writing. Both the selection and classification of the works follows the logic of a “visual architecture” which 
Kemp has used in the development of his arguments both in written published form as well as in the oral delivery 
of his lectures at Oxford and the Department of Art History.  
Having described his style of processing and ordering information and of drafting arguments concerning visual 
evidence and their historical interpretation to me once as a “kind of visual architecture”, Kemp, I would like to 
argue in this paper, extended this thinking in the exhibition Spectacular Bodies and other exhibitions which he 
organized (Kemp, 2006). Thus, ideas-led curating, or the writing of exhibitions into knowledge objects, despite 
Arnold’s discussion of interdisciplinarity as a criterion, necessitates, I would like to argue, the ability to locate and 
describe the ‘local’ kind of knowledge, which a particular curatorial style employs. By this notion I am referring to 
a style of thinking which can be identified with a particular disciplinary domain, or method and credited to a 
particular school of thought, such as Oxford Art History and Martin Kemp’s style of thinking described as visual 
history (Kaniari, 2009). Both the evidence of a ‘visual architecture’ as expression of his thought and reasoning 
processes, but also the way his arguments, visual or verbal, are structured, along with the centrality of 
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interdisciplinary thinking in his writing and projects, comprise articulations of such a local type of knowledge 
implicit in the curatorial style which conditioned his exhibition work. While his interdisciplinary analyses, both as 
regards his exhibitions and writing, comprise forms of visual investigation not at the expense of historical method, 
or context, as far the objects under investigation are concerned; on the contrary, consistently in his writing and 
exhibition work the latter are treated as historical evidence, phenomena and problems rather than as locations 
where meanings may in an arbitrary way be projected according to (theoretical) taste. Kemp’s allegiance remains 
with historical method, a characteristic of his art historical style closely linked to the ‘local’ aspects of the former. 
His analyses take place in the context of historical method and describe its applications on visual evidence.  
In the discussion that follows, I would like to address the curatorial work of Martin Kemp, in particular, a 
renowned Leonardo scholar and expert on art and science relations in art history, in an attempt to identify the 
negotiation between ‘local’ kinds of knowledge and the development of his curatorial style, in the example of 
Universal Leonardo Project, a spin-off of the Innovation Centre of Central Saint Martins in London responsible for 
a number of exhibition projects. Such projects, while ideas-led, in the sense that Arnold discussed, drew on a 
‘local’ understanding of interdisciplinarity as the latter is tied to Martin Kemp’s work and approach to art History; 
the latter seen as a domain of History.  
Throughout the shows curated in the Universal Leonardo Project, interdisciplinarity, and the examination of 
objects from a diverse range of disciplines, followed the methodological principles applied by Kemp to the domain 
of art history and historical approaches and contextualization in particular. Thus the attempt to create innovatory 
forms of art exhibitions in the case of the Universal Leonardo Project (UL), the latter seen as an example of ideas-
led curating, was mediated by a local kind of knowledge, Kemp’s own art historical style of writing and research 
described as the historical contextualization of objects from diverse, in disciplinary terms, realms. In this project, a 
series of international exhibitions were designed to take place in venues across the globe, including, most notably, 
the highly successful UK Victoria and Albert (V&A) Museum 2006 show, Leonardo Experience Experiment and 
Design. Part of the UL project was also the creation of a website www.univeralleonardo.org where leading scholarship 
and up to date scientific research on Leonardo’s work became available to a wider public, the project addressing in 
practice questions of public impact and the wide diffusion of knowledge beyond the limits of the temporary event 
of the exhibition act itself.  
The idea for this project was conceived by Martin Kemp, at the time Professor of Art History at the University 
of Oxford and Director of Research at Universal Leonardo Bureau, a spin-ff of the Innovation Centre of Central 
Saint Martins College of Art and Design in London, the institution that acted as a host for the project. Considerable 
funding was attracted from the Council of Europe and the Niarchos Foundation as well as from private sources.  
In what follows I would like to give a personal account documenting my involvement with the project, reflecting 
on the nature of curatorial practice and the mediation of art historical ways of seeing and describing in this 
practice. 
3. Curating art history: exhibitions as objects and the case of the Universal Leonardo Project 
In 2004, Martin Kemp, Director of Research for the Universal Leonardo Project, asked me to work as a 
curatorial, research and arts administration assistant for the project. By that time, I was completing the first draft of 
my doctoral thesis in Art History at Oxford, looking at 19th century aesthetic theory and controversies on style, in 
relation to ideas of facticity, and the visual cultures which embodied them, in 19th century science and 
Archaeology (exploring articulations, the legitimization and controversies over the archaic as a visual, aesthetic 
and epistemological object in 9th century Archaeology but also its mediations in the Semper and Riegl controversy 
over style). The emphasis on the drawing and drawing practices as extensions and locations of Leonardo’s thought 
style, a central theme in the V&A exhibition in which I was primarily involved, seemed relevant to my research 
which while located in a different period explored similar issues with regard to scientists’ and art historians’ 
thinking processes with style and the drawing up of artifacts. The location of style in 19th century scientific and 
aesthetic controversy and scientific drawings comprised objects which my thesis explored offering parallels to the 
objects which the Universal Leonardo project and its exhibitions examined. M.Phil, undertaken at the Faculty of 
Archaeology and Anthropology at Cambridge University, and my exam papers on socio-political theory and the 
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history and philosophy of museums as part of the taught course requirement of the degree, but also my thesis, 
concentrating on artists’ contemporary uses of archaeology looking at a series of exhibitions where art practice and 
artists like Richard Wentworth interfered with institutionalized and disciplinary visions of archaeology, secured an 
appropriate background, both for the curatorial work in which I was involved but also for my thesis and research. 
My involvement with the V&A exhibition and the UL projects, allowed me to reflect on the idea of exhibitions 
having acquired a behind the scenes knowledge but also develop my research interests on the early modern and 
Leonardo and science further.  
The innovatory aspects of the UL project were concerned with the application of digital technology for the re-
presentation of Leonardo’s visual legacy in the Universal Leonardo Website, and with the crossing of borders in 
the exhibition narratives, concerned with the attempt to relate, often seen as separate, fields of inquiry, such as art 
and science; the latter comprised both a theoretical and methodological objective of the project, as well as an 
objective and research question which had occupied my work consistently. Yet, interdisciplinarity, in the context 
of the UL project, seemed in my eyes back then, and still appears to be, contingent on the uses of a ‘local’ context 
concerned with the nature of art history as a field of research and academic inquiry, a thought perhaps tied to my 
own interests in methodology and the historiography of art. The exhibitions seemed to be tied with an invisible 
thread which run through them all as a consistent theme leading back to the particular style in which Martin Kemp 
thought about, wrote and taught Art History, at the Department of Art History at Oxford. Such a presence of a 
‘local’ context of knowledge in Martin Kemp’s curatorial style is tied to his notion of a visual architecture used 
consistently as a methodological strategy in his art historical writing and lecturing.  
The same concept of ‘visual architecture’, which Kemp used to structure his thinking and the organization of 
the information presented in his lectures around visual images, in his art historical work, and during his lectures at 
Oxford, re-emerged as a cognitive-structural element in the design and communication of the results of the UL 
project itself. In the website, a series of thematic clusters accommodate the visual material and express the 
backbone of the stories to which the digitized works stands as evidence for. Thematic clusters re-present a variety 
of images that come from diverse, in terms of our current disciplinary domains, fields, such as paintings and 
engineering drawings, for example.  
Historical knowledge, and the idea of historical context, is present, as Leonardo’s own notes and ideas about 
the natural world recorded in textual sources demonstrate, and is enriched by ‘ethnographically’ acquired research 
retracing Leonardo’s methods against current scientific and technological practice and experiment. Another ‘local’ 
context implicit in Kemp’s curatorial style may be noted against what, with regard to his art historical style of 
thinking, has been discussed as a form of ‘subtle materialism’; his preoccupation with material reality as a filter of 
descriptive practices which resist the imposition of theory from top to bottom on the material under analysis 
regardless from the physical nature of the actual and real material things being examined (Kaniari, 2009).  
Both Kemp’s selection of material and the narrative presented in the show were underpinned by this variety of 
local knowledge, the idea and context of the material being, at the same time, a methodological tool for both art 
historical description and curatorial reasoning. Instead of using catalogued drawings so as to ‘illustrate’ Leonardo’s 
star, pictorial works, in the style of block buster shows, Kemp, for example, explored Leonardo’s approach to 
design as a problem embodied in the material contingencies of such a practice and of the material technology in 
which they were irreducibly embedded: Leonardo’s use of paper comprised the question which Kemp chose in 
approaching Leonardo’s notion and practice, at the same time, of the drawing, interpreting, as well as displaying 
Leonardo’s drawings in the exhibition as objects of art history, and, of his own art historical style; given that the 
drawings were displayed as objects of Martin Kemp’s particular acts of seeing, giving priority to the idea of 
materiality and practice. While rich, in terms of the variety of images presented, the exhibition remained faithful 
consistently throughout to an allegiance to historical method, while attesting to an irreducibly interdisciplinary sum 
of knowledge, visual and historical, as its final output, as indeed an example of ‘ideas-laid’ curating in Arnold’s 
terms. 
Thus, commenting on the element of arbitrariness which has characterized the classification of designs in 
codices in the long duration, the show privileged ‘the sheet’, in other words the material and historical evidence of 
the paper sheet, which acted as a host to Leonardo’s scribbles and was theoretically cast in the show as the 
embodiment of art historical abstractions such as the connection between Leonardo’s style of drawing and his style 
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of thinking in Kemp’s analysis. Making a reference to the cataloguing work of Leonardo’s drawings held at the 
Windsor Collection by Carlo Pedretti, Kemp adopted the term “theme-sheet” privileging the idea of the material 
object as historical evidence versus the block-buster notion of the ‘star’ flat image selected and appropriated from 
earlier catalogues, mainly of temporary exhibitions, and seen as significant in its effort to underline the importance 
and ‘high art’ element of star pictorial works (and not of other drawings as equally important artifacts) by 
Leonardo. In this light, the Universal Leonardo project, might be seen to have fulfilled the criteria set in the 
literature by Arnold in discussing the idea of an ideas-led curatorial style being interdisciplinary and an expression 
of Martin Kemp’s art historical style of thinking at the same time. Curatorial style in this project, it follows, may 
hardly be associated with a particular and formulaic notion of a curatorial style as the exhibition work discussed 
consistently seems to have followed principles derived from a local kind of knowledge, Martin Kemp’s own style 
and methodology applied in his art historical writing and teaching.  
4. Conclusion 
In my discussion I drew on Ken Arnold’s theoretical formulation of ‘ideas-laid’ curating as a way of recasting 
curatorial acts into objects of knowledge. By way of ‘localizing’ Martin Kemp’s curatorial style, that is bringing 
the art historical style of thinking in the particular examples of display and exhibition discussed, I showed that, all 
exhibitions discussed here were mediated by local contexts of knowledge and indeed structured against a 
methodological style particular to Martin Kemp’s ways of analysis and thinking in art history. The strong presence 
of a historical theme underlying the narratives presented in the exhibitions is characteristic of Martin Kemp’s style 
of art history and the exhibition’s debt to the latter; as is also, the presence of thematic clusters, as ways of 
contextualising artifacts in historical terms. While Martin Kemp’s curatorial style is clealry grounded on historical 
thinking, his exhibitions as objects of art history rely on a particular understanding and uses of historical methods, 
which extends the uses of chronology, or biography. Indeed, the contexts, which he employs are concerned with 
the material, social and scientifically observed aspects of the objects, that is aspects concerned with what may be 
understood as the reality of the things themselves. The presence of a ‘visual architecture’, or Kemp’s subtle 
materialism (Kaniari, 2009) attest to the latter and were used to exemplify the close links between his curatorial 
and art historical style of thinking in recasting exhibitions as objects of knowledge.   
The creation of interdisciplinary narratives in the context of temporary display discussed here, thus may be 
seen as a phenomenon contingent on the use of particular methods and historical method, in specific, used in the 
case of Martin Kemp’s curatorial work as a means of contextualization. The use of historical methods of 
contextualisation comprise evidence for the ‘local’ aspects involved in curating and in Martin Kemp’s curatorial 
style; an observation that entails an understanding of curatorial practice as an act of knowledge making or at least 
an act contingent on particular claims to knowledge (such as historical method in the given example). Kemp’s 
historical objects of display in this light may be seen to extend from his exhibitions and writing concerned with his 
work on the Renaissance but also on the comparative histories of art and science.  
In summing up, drawing on Arnold’s formulation and criteria for a definition of an exhibition as an example of 
‘ideas-laid curating’, and the idea of local contexts of knowledge which I proposed with regard to examples from 
Martin Kemp’s work, exhibitions may certainly be recast as objects of knowledge and indeed as art historical 
objects while their histories begin to be considered as part of the art historical discipline, and not simply of 
curatorial practice. Exhibitions, collections and the location, both of the museum and the gallery, have long 
occupied art historians’ studies (Haskell, 2000; MacGregor, 2007; Marani, 2009; Preziosi, 2009; Kaniari, 2013, 
Altshuler, 2008; Impey and MacGregor, 1987), yet the study of their histories as an art historical object would 
require further methodological discussion.1 This paper offers a stepping-stone towards this direction.2  
 
 
1 As Lucy Lippard has also noted drawing attention to the neglect of exhibition histories in art historical discourse with regard to contemporary 
art. See Lippard (2009). 
2 It is tempting in this light to juxtapose Martin Kemp’s curatorial style and notion of a visual architectures as a way of mental scaffolding to 
André Malraux’s concept of the imaginary museum. In his response to my paper Kemp notes: “For me the ideas and the visual architecture 
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always arise simultaneously. The ideas and visualised conjunctions of objects in real spaces are always locked in together, and the next stage 
after conception is a "sala degli xeroxi" in which reproductions (used to be xeroxes!) are laid out in the large space, within which ideas and 
conversations between objects are developed and refined.” Martin Kemp, Pers. Com. to Assimina Kaniari (e-mail conversation). For Malraux’s 
notion see Malraux (1952-1954). 
  
